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The most imporfeant piJlldxsoii nthieh the dc^ononic 
stnietyze of any industfy ddpends, sj?e labotir dnd Caiidtdl, 
Of theso two, idboMr i s the ireal wealth of m industry and 
I t plays a very iiaportant role in industrial davelopnent 
and progrdss of a country, iabour is such %n iiaportant 
factor, among a l l the factors of production, that i t will 
not be improper to say t h ^ the life blood of $n industry* 
I t i s a matter of fact that the development and 
efficiemsy of an industry depends upon the presei^e of the 
efficient labour force. i€th the passing of time a ntmsber of 
revolutionsKave been adopted* Industrf.al revolutions ha^e 
provided many benefits for the human race but at the same time 
created disorganisation in society resulting in unemplo^ent, 
sickness accidents and other situation in which the workers 
feel vulnerable. The labour problem as we find today has 
emerged as a result of i n ^ s t r l a l revolution. With the advent 
of machines the rural folks have bQ9n rendered unemployed and 
helpless. The vi^ole social structure has be&n disorganised 
causing maladjustment in the society. The industilal revolution 
shattered the self-sufficient village economy and drove the 
country populace to ci t ies to seek employment in the factories. 
This new class of industrial workers, «^o have neither been 
habituated to the c i ty 's impersonal living not have been 
conversant with the noisy • hazardous atmosphere of the industry, 
-ii. -
find i t difficult t0 adjust with the new situation. 
The wozkers in general, are povexty striken, socially 
insulted, ill«fed, ill«iClcth#d, ill«educated and under debt. 
In an industry they don*t find wazmth of coiaraunity life* 
The inadeefuacy of social security measures cause in them a 
feeling of alienation, insecurity, frustration and dismay, 
The&e mentally unhapi^ y and maladjusted workers can not beccKne 
an efficient skilled worker in the true sense of modem 
industrial demands* 
Therefore, the modem in^strialists have placed greater 
emphasis on human side of the organisation* They believe that 
the success of their organisations depend, to a great extent, 
on satisfied and contented lahour force. Researches have 
pointed out that the employees have certain perceived needs 
and they join the organisation in the hope that the needs can 
be better satisfied by doing so. Thus, in order to have a well 
established labour force, i t i s necessary that the need of the 
woxkers should be completely satisfied. It i s very necessary 
to make the best use of intelligdnee, energy and enthusiasm of 
the labourers for the maximum utilisation of resources with 
which the country has been gifted. 
Under the same purview of the importance, this study 
was undergone to bring into limelight some of the important 
practices and procedures of labour welfare activities. 
* Hi -
The study contains a description ©f the IW»ifdre Activities 
in their historical prospective and what they actuaiiy are at 
present. Special enaetnents have been referred in detail and 
a moderate look has been laade into the activities of different 
welfare agencies. 
To look into the probleo In its'*practical prospective* , 
a special reference has been made of the F.C.I*s welfare 
activities. For the clear understanding of the problems and 
prospectivts of the F.C.X. Ltd., Gorakhpur manpower« a brief 
description of the organisation, with the outlook and future 
prospects of management towards the problem has bom made* 
The researcher studied for a month the problem at the Gorakhpur 
Fertilizer Factory, 
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CHAI^ ER 1 
Jl«i. ^stQidcMl BackgramK g^ .Fertiliser Industxy oecupies a key 
position in an agrazian econony. Th# FeztiUser Industzy madl« a 
rather late start in our country ccnipazed to that in the Wetteirn 
World* Syen the need for the use of cheaical fer t i l isers was 
realised only after the disastrous Bengal Famine of 1943 whieh 
incidentally led to the setting up of the first aajor nitrogenous 
fert i l izer plant at Slndrl in Slhar. The planning for this 
project actually b&§Bn in 1946, iiut work started after Indepen*. 
donee in 1946 and the plant was finally conslssioned in Octobert 
1951. 
In fact the progress of the nitrogenous fer t i l izer industry 
in India is generally considezed only frcii 1931 onward and i t i s 
during the thirty years since then the industry has grown to i t s 
present position. Xn Asia, after Japan, perhaps, the Indian 
Fertilizer Industrry could well rank as the largest in regaird 
to the installed capacity available. 
For an agricultural country like ours, where nearly 70^ of 
the population is engaged in agricultural anA allied act ivi t ies, 
the need for introducing nodem faiia practices including use of 
vital input like chemical fert i l iaers, naturally enjoys high 
priority under the GovewiMent planning. The Fertilizer Industry 
has therefore grown over the years under or planned develoisaent 
•« i 2 <•> 
parograr»a» in which Fer t i l izer co^pOTStion of India has played a 
leading role , as the raajor growth and deveiopaent has been under 
the public sector and for a period between 1961 to 1978, i t was 
the Corporation which handled a major task for set t ing up Plants 
in different parts of country to meet the growing need for 
nitrogencRis f e r t i l i ze r s . Since April, 1978, however, th i s 
corporation has been reorganised dwi four more coiBpanies have 
heQn fonaed which aze now controlling the operations of 
factories which belonged to i t ea r l i e r and are also going ahead 
with the completion of projects in hands at the time of 
reorganisation. Of course, th i s decentralisation would keep 
in bet ter growth of the industry in our country. 
As far as , the history of the growth of F e r t i l i i e r Industry 
in India i s cor^erned, we can mention briefly that in the i n i t i a l 
stages a plant was set up at Alwaye by Fert i l izers and Qtemicals, 
Travancore, ltd* (FACT) which had a capacity for producing 46,000 
tonnes of Ammonium Sulphate per year. The feed stock used was 
*Fuel" wood* 
The nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r industry, however, can be said 
to have made or real entry into the modern age with the setting 
up of the Asimonitra Sulphate Flant at Sindri in Bihar in 19S1 
with the capacity of 3,S0,000 tonnes per year in teims of the 
end product. In the next few years plants for producing Urea 
and Ammonium Sulphate Mtrate (Double Sal t) were also added at 
the Sindri Complex, increasing the overall instal led capacity 
to 1,17,000 tonnes in terras of Mtrogen per annum. 
«» 3 *• 
After Siiidri a gradual expansion follmmdi with &n expansion 
project at PACT*a Always Mant and sotting yp of new plant at 
Nangal, Hourkela and Neyveli dusdng the first plan period, 9y 
the end of the first plant period in 19S6 the installed capacity 
©f projects GJjrapleted increased to 93«000 tonnes in terms of 
nitrogen per annum. 
During the Second Five Year J^ lan period the capacity was 
substantially increased to nearly 0.25 million tonnes pmr annual 
in tenas of nitrogen* This was further raised to around 0.6 
million tonnes petr annum by the end of the Third Five Year Plan 
(1968). 
During the Fourth Five Year Plan substantial investsent 
wea made to increase production facil i t ies in the country and a 
number of new projects well proposed in both private and public 
sectors. For the first tirae the plants were also proposed for 
being set-up under the cooperative sector by IFFCO. A nieiber 
of projects went into production during this period. These 
projects were at ^yvelif Qorakhpuri Naisrup* Kanpur, Baroda, 
innore, Vishakhapatnasi and Kota. In additioni work on the 
plant at Ourgapur and Cochin as also tha I^lol and Kandala 
plants of IFFCX3 was started. The installed capacity shot up to 
2.4 rai 111 on tonnes p^r annua by the etvi of the plant (1974). 
A significant decision was raade during this period for 
setting up of Indians first coaUbased projaets at Talchas and 
Hamagund^ B each with eapaeity for producing 2,28tOQ0 tonnes of 
«> 4 «» 
Nitrogen per year. i©sid«8, fiv« plants based ©n f«el oi l were 
also to set-up at Bkatinda^ Pat^pat, HaMia, ^ndr i ffiodlfication 
and the NangaX fixpansion i¥oJect. Further expansion of the 
plant at Coehln was also proposed. 
During the Fifth Flan %rl0d also the nitrogenous fer t i -
Uzer production Increased rapidly, Plants oasie up at ^nglore* 
Tutloorin, Qoa and Madras alongwlth the expansion of some of 
the existing units at Gorakhpur and Nasrup* The Installed 
oapaclty rose further to over 3 rallllon tonnes of nitrogen lay 
the end of 1976*77• 
In the heglnnlng of 1978, there were 23 nitrogenous 
fert i l izer units operating In the country with a total installed 
capacity of nearly 3«9 million tonnes in terras of nitrogen alone. 
Now the niMiher has increased to 33 nitrogenous plants with a 
tota l capacity of 4,73 raiillon tonnes of nitrogen. 
The two coal^based projects, wAiich are under the FertlllEer 
Corporation of India, have gone on streaa towards the end of 1980 
and thesi are among the largest of their type In the World, They 
are using 4»head6d gasiflers v^ich have been fabricated within 
the country, each gaslfier producing gas equivalent to 300 tonnes 
of Afflraonia paip day, 
1.2. Qraan^satfon M F.C*!.. t The Fertilizer Corporation of India 
i s governed by the Company's Act, 1956 and has i t s Head Office 
at New Delhi, The Company i s fully owned by the Govermaent of 
India. I t s shares being held in the name of the ftpesldent of 
India and his noRlnees. 
«» 5i «« 
Tha affairs of the eoiapiny aire cajtzied out undor th© 
supeiintendsnca, control and direction of th« Soaird of Directors 
consisting of Functional Directors and sooie pait-*tiBie Directors 
appointed by the l^sident of India, The Functional Directors, 
including the Cliaiiman and Managing Director ate «^ole«»tiiae 
executives* At present there axe five senior officers of General 
Manager* 8 rank vho ate looking after the dptties of Functional 
Directors* They are CJ»ief Executive {Manageroent Services ) | 
Xncharge of ^rsonnel and Industrial Relations, Officer on 
Special Duty (iRroduction). General-, Co-ordination Manager, 
General Marketing Manager, Officer*on*>Special Duty {Technical). 
The F.C.I, is functioning under the Attnistry of ifetroleun, 
Cheiaical & Fertilizers, Qovernmnt of India, and the Corporation's 
Soard of Director i s controlled liy the Ministry. 
The Ghaiifflan and Managing Director iOSi) i s the Chief 
Executive of the Corporatidh. The various units/divisions are 
headed by the General Managers, *dio are guided by the plioies 
franed by the Board of Directors. The CMD exercises such powers 
as awe given to hia by the Board of Directoj^. As the Managing 
Director (MD) has to roake quick decisions, he is given wide powers 
in staffing, recurring and non-recurring expenditures and writing 
off the losses. 
Th© (Mi i s assisted by the Functional Directors in the 
fields such as t ( l) l»rojects and Construct!c»i (2) ^rsonnel and 
Xndystxlal ltelatlons»(3) Finance, (4) J^odiietiont and 
(5) Marketing* 
Sesidds* the CMD has various adlvisoips «#io eictend expert 
advice to him in their respective fields. The rsain advisers at 
present are tm 
ill Chief Manpower and Training Advisor. 
(2) Financial Advisor, 
(3) Secretary, and 
(4) Otief i^blic Belation Manager, 
The Board of Directors meets generally at least once 
in three months and reviews the progress made ijy the Corporation 
and decides the general policy matters. The Board i s not burdened 
with day to day executive functions. To carry out such fumjtions, 
an Internal Consultative GoEwaittee under the Chaixaanship of 
Managing Director and comprising of the General Managers of a l l 
the Urdts/Division of the Corporation, Functional Directors and 
Financial Advisor, is also functioning at Head Office* The 
Internal Consultative Committee is expected to carry out the 
policies as framed by the 3oard of Directors. 
CAPyTAl. tm The present authorised capital of the reorganised 
Corporation is h, 400 croreg with a subscribed capital of 
Ss. 374.13 crores. 
1* As quoted by Fertilizer Mannual, F.C.I,, i td, Gorakhpur, p. 6. 
mt t ** 
The idea of estabUshing a fert i l izer factoiy in Uttar 
fteadesh was first conceived upon in early i960 and Goyakhptir was 
Selected as ©ne of the sites Ijy th® Fertilizer Technical C<»Braittee 
appointed by the Government of India for setting up of the 
Fertilizer factory. The present location was selected since i t 
offered the lowest cost taking into consideration the aevement 
of raw material and distribution of finished products lUrea) to 
the consumers. The labour i s also cheap and easily available at 
Gorakhpur. 
The Government accepted the receraiaendation of the Ferti-
lizer Technical CoaiBiittee after negotiation with the Govemraent 
of J&pim fox availability of Yen Credit for the iaport of Plant 
and Machinery, clearance to go ahead with the pa?oJect was given 
by the Governaient of India by granting the Industrial Ucence 
for the project on 2Tth Octobert 1961. The contract for the 
supply of aain plants was awarded to M/S Toyo Engineering 
Corporation, Japan on 2l8t August, 1963. The design, engineering 
and supply of sofse of the aneiliary plants and facil i t ies were 
undertaken by the then Planning and Oevelopaent Division of the 
F«C«X. 
One stream of Urea Plant started producing Urea froa 
February 2nd, 1966. Froei April, 1968, the second stream was also 
comaissioned. The entire factory work was ccupleted according 
to the schedule. Suilt with a c a ^ t a l investiaent of about 
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h» 35 Gfores inoluding foreign exchange eosiponents of h, i4«4 
Crores. Th« factory was toxm&lly innugurated and dddlcated to 
the Nation on ^)th April, i 9 ^ by Shriaiti Indira Gandhi, the 
then Frime ^n i s t e r of India, and i t went into Cdnmereial 
production w.e.f, 1st January, A9^. 
( i ) Total Capital Eaplo^d (Net fixed 
assets plus net working capital) ** &. 30.99 crores 
(2) Net Fixed assets after Depreciation * Ss. 20»i0 crores 
(3) Net Working Capital a &. 10,89 crores 
The factory had an installed capacity of producing 350 
fflilllon tonnes of AaMaonla per day and 543•& rallUon tonnes of Urea 
per day, which raeans &n annual production of 1,74,000 tonnes of 
Urea eoMalnlng A$% of Nltr«>gen (80,000 tonnes in teras of 
Nitrogen). 
Based on the ree<%»mendations of the 1%rld Bank Mission, 
a Bs. 19 crores expansion was t ^ e n with a foreign exchange 
component of Bs* 8*5 crores. The expansion was otainly based on 
utiUzlng the idle capacity of stand iiy e<|uipfflent and machinery 
and services to the laaxiiautB extent to minlniise additional 
2, Quoted by the Bsport of i^rsonnel Department, F.C.I., Ltd., 
Gorakhpuri I9@0..8l, p. 3 . 
«. 9 •» 
investumnt. Kna»»how and the design fsjp the expansion were ^  
furnished bf i^ /S Toyo Engineering Corporation, Japan. Coaplete 
Planningt construction, testing and coa»dssiot^ng of the plants 
under the expansion has i^ een done by the unlf s project teans, 
With this optimistic schene, the prodiyiction capacity of 
Aamcmia has increased to 370 million tonnes per day as c^pared 
to 330 million tonnes pe^ day amli Urea to 930 ailUon tonnes 
per day from 343«3 million tonnes per day i . e . , the production 
capacity of the plants has imreased from @0,000 tonnes of 
Nitrogen p9T annum {1,74,000 tonnes Urea) to 1,32,000 tonnes of 
nitrogen (2,83,000 tonnes of Urea) on the operating cycle of 300 
stream days per annwa for the production of **iich the following 
raw materials are consumed* 
Naptha » 1,45,000 tonnes p&r annum 
Coal • 1,30,000 tonnes per anni«i 
Water • 1^ million Gallon per day 
Electricity - 42 Mega Watts 
2 
Steam « ^ kg* per em 3 Sags * 37,00,000 per annum. 
The expansion project was also completed within schedule 
with the production of Urea having been stabilised on the night 
of 26/27th December, 1973. 
3 , Annual Bsport of Transportation Department, F.C.I,, Ltd., Qorakhpur, 1980«81, p. 23. 
The Head of the i©cai raanagefflent has been designated as 
General Manager, ¥«i0 i s jresponsible t o the Qiai^mm &r^ /itenaging 
Director (CA©) for the functioning of the Unit, The 6M i s assisted 
by the Deputy Gemr^l fltenager #nd other dej3artfflental heads in 
different areas* The Departmental Heads are assisted by a tea.n 
of Officers and staff t o ea3^rf out the assigned T&BPQmibiUties 
pertaining to different areas« 
1,3. ommm STATUS OFF.,C*I. 
The instal led capacity at the end of 1980-81 had risen 
to over 4.5 million tonnes of nitrogen. Out of which the share 
of l\tblic Sector plants happened t o be of 28 million tonnes 
followed by the private sector with an instal led capacity of 
1,3 million tonnes and that in the cooperative sector with 
capacity of 0,4 million tonnes. 
PUTURS QUTLQCKi 
A number of f e r t i l i ze r projects are currently being set up, 
including at Haldia and Sharuch, while expamions have been 
carried out in the existing plants at Kanpur, Kandla and TroBBbay, 
These projects are l ikely to go into coBrraercial production hf the 
end of 1982 thereby in{irea8ing the annual instal led capacity to 
7,27 raiHion toiKies of nitrogen, 
5* Taik Delivered by Shri P , i . Kukreja, C,Afl,0,, in the prograaise 
"Panaroma of Progress*, from A.I.R. on 27th October, 1981, 
as quoted by the Fer t i l izer Digest Oct •-Nov., 1981, P. • 4. 
With the dlacovety of olX deposits in Bombay High and 
3dS8din acoas, ton iargo«.si2ed nitfogonoiis fertlliaeap projects 
have been envisaged to be set-up using assooiated gas as feed-
stock. Four projects have already been sanctioned, two each 
that Vaishet In Maharastra and Hazira in Gujrat* locations 
for the reiaaining six projects are s t i l l to be finalised* 
I t i s expected that with the completion of the proposed 
gas based projects and others by 1990, India would be having an 
installed capacity of nearly 9#6 siillion tonnes of nitrogen. 
India i s also trying to provide assistance to s is ter 
countries by providing trained pezsoimel for coasisissioning and 
setting up Fertiliser Training Insti tute. 
6- Kukreja, P. i . , C.M.Q., op. c i t . P. - 5, 
« i2 • 
CHAgrSR ^ 
2) MEANING A^ IMIOHTANCE OF lABQUH WELFA t^ 
2 a ) /t^ HANItC AND Sa3J€ OF lA^UR VDELF^RBt 
The tQm * Welfare' i s necessarily e l a s t i c , which has been 
differently Interpreted from country to country and froro time to 
time, and even in the same country, accordincj to i t s value system, 
social customs, degree of industr ial isat ion and gemrai level of 
social and economic development. Hence, i t i s diff icul t to give 
a precise definition of the te ia "Welfare Activities*, since i t 
i s essential ly f lexible. As Mr. Arthur Tames Todd aptly remarks, 
*A series of sharply diverse opinions exist on the motives and 
merits of industr ial welfare woik,*^ According t o the National 
Commission on labour, "The concept of tabour Welfare i s dynamic, 
i t s content will be different from country to country and even 
in the same country." 
The International Labour Organisation (11.0) pointed out 
in i t s resolution of 1947 "labour Welfare" as "such services, 
f ac i l i t i e s and amenities as adequate canteens, rest and 
recreation f ac i l i t i e s , arrangements for t ravel t o and froa woxk 
and for the accomodation of workers employed at a distance from 
1. Report on the Labour Investigation Ct^amittee, Government of 
India, 1946, p. • 345. 
2 . Report of the National Commission on Labour, Governaent of 
India, 1969, p, X (Conclusions & Recommendations). 
« 13 *»• 
their houses md such othejp sesviees, anenlties and facil i t ies 
as contribute to improve the conditions undenn^lch workers are 
employed,* 
A teas study appointed by the Qovernroent of India in 1959, 
divided the entire range of these activities into following three 
categories t-, 
( i ) Welfare within the precincts of Bn estabiishraent, such as 
nedical aid, creches, canteens, supply of dxiT^in^ water etc*j 
( i i ) Welfare outside the establish»ent viat., provision for 
indoor and outdoor recreation, housing, adult education, 
visual instructitm etc«, and, 
( i i i ) Social Security. 
B{st the coraaittee on ixperts on Welfare Activities for 
industrial wozkers, established by I*I«*0« in 1963, diiH4Qd welfare 
services intoi-
(a) Within the establishi&ent, and, 
(b) Outside the establishiaent, 
(a) WITHIN THE ESTASUSHMBNTi- The provisions for welfare within 
the establishnent include w 
(i) iatrins and urinals; 
( i i ) Washing and bathing faci l i t ies! 
U i i ) Arrangeaients for drlrtcing wateri 
(iv) Creches; 
(v) itest shelters and canteens; 
(vi) Arrangeiaent for preventing the fatigue; 
3. I . i .O, Resolution of 1947 as c^ uoted by the Matlonal CoMaission 
on l-abour, Governnent of India, p. - 112. 
(vli) Health services including occupational safetyi 
(vii i) Administrative arrangeraent at the plant level to look 
after welfare j 
(ix) Unifoira and protective clothingi (satety) 
(x) Shift allowance, 
(b) OUTSIOE THE ESTAaUSHMENT u The welfai« aiaenities outside 
the establishment included 
(i) Maternity benefit; 
U i ) Social insurance saeasuros including gratuityi pension, 
provident fund and rehabilitation; 
( i i i ) ienovolent funds; 
(iv) Medical facilit ies including prograssBes for physical fitness 
and efficioncy, family planning and child welfaro; 
(v) Education facili t ies including adult education; 
(vi) Housing faci l i t ies; 
(vii) {^creation facil i t ies including sports, cultural activitios, 
library and reading roams { 
(vii i) Holidays hones and leave travel faci l i t ies ; 
(ix) Wozkars cooperatives, including consumers cooperative stores, 
fair price shops and cooperative thrift and credit societies, 
(x) Vocational training for dependents of wox^ers; 
(xi) Other programmes for the welfare of women, youth and 
children, and 
(xii) Transport facilit ies to and from the place of work. 
4. As quoted by National Commission on Labour, op. c l t , , p. • 112* 
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Thust v^ft can say that labour W9lfa£« includes housing* 
©•dicdi and educitional faci l i t ies, nutrition (inclu^inf provisions 
of cant#«n8, rest and jpecreation tacilitioR, cooperative societies, 
day nurseries and creches, provision for sanitary aecoGinodation, 
holidays twith pay, social insurance measures, undertaken voluntarily 
by the eaaployers alone or Jointly with woriters, including sickness 
and aatewdty benefit schemes, provident fund, gratuity and 
pensions« 
In short,"welfare** Is a comprehensive terra to cover a l l 
those aspects of industrial life w*iich include a l l efforts of 
^ployer and other that are directed towards the betterment of 
physical, aental or cultural well being of the woriters* 
2.2) ;MI^ HrA,NCE QF USQUa WEJFARE ACTIVlTIBSt 
We can evaluate the importance of labour welfare froffl 
the following two points of view s -
1) From htffiianitarian point of view, industrial woxkers should be 
be provided certain facilities 9tM anenlties of llfe« 
2) FroB econonic point of view, Welfare i s very essontial as i t 
improves the living and woxking conditions of industrial labour* 
As regards the importance of welfare of the woikers in 
India, i t can easily be assessed by observing the living and 
wozking conditions of Indian labour* In India, industrial workers 
are aljaost drawn from rural areas. They have to work for long 
hours unde3c unhealthy surroundings and after words have no meam 
to roiaov» the diyglery of their lives, Hemoved frora the village 
coBimynity and throne into a strange and uncognlal, strange and 
unoconoraio environment. Therefore, they are liable to becoiae 
easy victims of drink, garubling and other vices i^ich tend 
towards their demoralization. 
The workers regard industrial eraployiaent as necessary evil 
and always keep contacts with the rural coimaunity. Under these 
circuiastances, a contented, stable and efficient labour force, 
thersfors, can not be built up so long as iraprovement is not 
introduced in the narking and living conditions of industrial 
centres. Thus, the iniportdnce of labour welfare i s greater in 
our country than in any industrially advanced country of the west. 
Further, welfare activities also contribute in making the industrial 
eraployraent aor© attractive, ftcovision of good housing, rainiauiB 
wages and other benefits are bound to create a feeling of satisfac-
tion and contentiaent amongst the workers* Such provisions are, 
therefore, greatly helpful in reducing the extent of labour turn-
over and absenteeisfli. Moreover! the social advantages of labour 
welfare are also significant. For example, provision of good 
housing, good working conditions, recreational faci l i t ies , medical 
facilities, educational facilities, etc«» are bound to increase 
the mental efficiency and economic productivity of industrial 
workers. Hence, no country can ignore the welfare activities as 
ignoring this will mean inviting failure for the organisation. 
The success of the business mainly depends on efficient 
working and higher productivity of the woricers vAiich in turn depends 
on their all round sttitfaetlon and well b<»ln@, for ^ich employee 
welfare and eiaployee services scheaes are the aain souxce. There-
fore, i t i s essential that the woztcers should be properly motivated, 
There are certain perceived needs of the eisployees and «^en they 
Join the organisation they scoiehow helieve that the needs can be 
better satisfied by doin^ so. In short, they have peshelved 
expectation from the organisation wozking. It i s only possible 
«dien the workers feel satisfied and motivated. If their needs 
are achieved according to their expectations they feel satisfied 
and motivated. X>abour welfare is one of the important means to 
motivate the woxkears* Therefore, the employers have some social, 
legal and moral responsibilities towards their workers. They must 
obviously have some social responsibility to the community to 
prevent their factories becoming a source of danger* For this 
purpose, they have to make provision for health and safety as well 
as sanitary schemes etc. ieyond this "they have a moral resoonsi-
bill t ies to the individual employee whose life they largely eontzol. 
They nozmally spend a quarter of their wo^ dcing life in the factory. 
They, thereioze, have every :dght to demand that the conditions 
under which they do so should be reasonable end provide proper 
safeguards for life and health," Labour welfare also benefits 
the employers themselves, because i t represents investment in 
5. Hersey, %ul (and) Slanchard, Kenneth H., iitenagement of 
Organisational Sehaviour, 3rd eJiticm 1977, I4ew Delhi, 
i>rentice Hall of India, P. » 23. 
6. Sur Mary & others, ^rsonnel ^nagement in India, Asia 
l^blishing House, Bombay, 1961, P. . 249* 
human factor of produetion. If he does sowsthing for the %»lfare 
of the wQzkszs under various of e^i9loyee services, certainly he 
will tadp i t s return in tenas of higher productivity, better 
industzial relation, lower absenteeisia and labour turnover. 
The aiffl of u^lfare activities i s partly htiHEBanltarianf 
partly economic and partly civic. It i s huraanitarian, as i t 
aiias at providing certain facilities and amenities of life to 
which they th^selves can not provide* I t i s econoaic because i t 
improves the efficiency of the wozkers and keeps the workers 
contented and tninifflises the chances of conflict. I t is civic, 
as i t i s a weans to promote a sense of responsibility and dignity 
among the wozkers and to laake the« better nationals* 
2.3) miFAm mgmiBst 
A number of agencies for iispleBienting the various labour 
welfare pa^rarames are utilised , as the problem of labour welfare 
i s of such a great magnitude that no one single agency can tackle 
i t , alone, successfully. These agencies are as given below „^ 
(A) WELFARE ACTIVITIES ^^ DEBTAKEI^  WJ im QQ^mimm I 
The origin of welfare work in India aay be traced to the 
World War I , 19i4»18. Till then, labour welfare was hardly 
thought of ©wing to the ignorance anti i l l i teracy of the woxicers 
thesiselves, the short-sightedness of the employers, the careless-
ness of the state, and indifference of the public. But, since 
the World War I , i t has been expanding steadily, mostly on 
voluntary bais. 
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Certain conferences vmx& held in 1922 and 1926 for the 
coordination of the entire welfare work> naaea of those conferences 
were "All India Welfare Conference* and "International Labour 
Conferet^e^t the provincial governoients were asked to collect 
infonaation on such work. Thus, the Central Govemaent did 
nothing for a long time, except holding labour conferences and 
fBsAcing reccii^endations. The great depression of 1930*8 also 
did much to temper the interest M i^ch the war had kindled. The 
Qoveitwient, as tii^ll as, the industrialists were prompted to take 
active intex^est in the welfare work due to the discontents and 
industrial unrest that prevailed in the country, and to some 
extent due to the moral pressure brought to bear on them by the 
work of International labour Office. The Second World War placed 
greater emphasis to strengthen the welfare activit ies, and the 
benefit resulting from a proper regard for the health and well 
being of the woxkers were gradually recognl.sed, and emolc^ers 
cooperated with the Qoveriwent in the provision of improved 
amenities• 
The U.P. Government has opened a separate department, for 
the purpose of looking after the welfare of the workers, known 
ae^Labour VKelfare Oepartment%< The department has established a 
number of labour welfare centres at important industrial centres 
of the state, 
(8) WSLFARg AGTiyiTIES m^ EHTAKEN m im BtAPKMBRi 
At present, welfare activities ate being brought more and 
mora under the scope of legislation rather than being left to the 
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good sense of the eraployei^. -The labour welfare vmrk undertaken 
by the eciployers are voluntary as well as obligator/ character. 
Statutory obligations are fulfilled in response to the calls of 
the factories Mt, 1948, The obligatory employee welfare schemes 
includes following provisions — 
(i) Washing Facilities; 
( i i ) Facilities for storing and drying clothes t 
( i i i ) First-aid-appliancesi 
(iv) Shelter, Best Hoaa and iunch Rocra{ 
(v) Creches, and 
(vi) Canteen etc. 
Similarly with the adoption of the "imployees State Insurance 
Scheme"I medical aid will no longer be the responsibility of 
industrial employers* 
Statutory welfare refers to those provisions which are 
derived from the coercive power of the Government. In other 
words, these are legal compulsions regarding the safety and 
woxking condititms of the woikers. These facil i t ies include 
washing facil i t ies, bathing faci l i t ies , facil i t ies for si t t ing, 
first-aid-appliances, canteens, shelters, restrooms, lunch-rooms, 
creches and tirelfare officers. 
1. cmtmms 
The canteens are being increasingly recognises a l l 
over the world as an essential part of industrial establishment. 
providing vejpy great benefit from the point of view of health, 
efficiency and «)»XX being of woi^ezs. The main aim of an 
industrial canteen is to intjtoduce an element of nutritional 
balance into the otherwise deficient and unbalence dietary of 
the wo3dcer9 to provide cheap and clean food and offer an oppor^ 
tunity to relax in comfort near the place of yrnxk, to save time 
and trouble to the workers on account of exhausting journeys to 
and from the place of work after long hours in the factory and 
to enable them to surmount the difficulties experienced in 
obtaining meals or food stuffs« **Cdnteen movement must be 
accepted by the state as a definite charge and the running of 
canteens must be accepted by the employer as a national investment.** 
Canteen facilities are also provided in the F.C.X. Ltd* Gorakhpur.* 
The Government of India under the Factories Act, 1948 
has empowered the State Government to make rules requiring the 
reservation of suitable rooms for the use of children, under the 
age of six yeaars, belonging to women workers in factories, 
^nploying 50 or more women woikers and prescribing the standards 
for such rooms and the nature of supervision to be exercised for 
the children, t^^ st of the States have taken resources to this 
rule making power. However, i t was rightly pointed out by the 
7, i^ anning for tabcmr (I.L.O.), 1974, P. -» i07, quoted by Saxena R. 
Labmir l^ oblems & Social M l^fare, Jai l^ akash Nath & Co., Meerut, 
1981, P. * 359. 
* H.S«w For greater details vide Chapter 3 paste **labour Welfare 
Activities under taken by the F.C.I. Ud., Gorakhmjr. 
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Labour Xnvdstigation Comniittaa, the position in iregard to the 
dstablishsaent of crechest except in a few industzial units, i s 
vejpy unsatisfactory. Generally speaking, the creche is one of 
the neglected comers of the factory, away from the work place 
with no play things to attract the children and nobody to look 
after thea. Sven if an Aaya ^r a nurse i s in attendance, she 
seldom pays sufficient attention to the requirements of the 
children left there. As far as F .CI . i td , , Gorakhpur i s 
concerned, due to non«availability of the feaale woikers within 
specified limit, no creche has been provided. 
<3) WASHIIC ANQ BATHim FACILITIES t 
The Factories Act requires that in every factory in 
which any process involving contact by the workers with any 
injurious or abnoximis substance i s carried on a sufficient supply 
of water, suitable for washing shall be provided for the use of 
workers at suitable places and with facil i t ies for i t s use. These 
facil i t ies are provided in almost a l l the factories for the workers 
but not soda, soap and towels which are also necessary. In many 
cases the nisnber Of taps and basin is inadequate. 
Although, in F.C.X. Ltd.* Gorskhpur, adequate washing and 
bathing facilit ies are available for the wi^ xkers but they az^ 
not utilised by the wozkers properly. 
( i i ) yOLUHT^ ^ WELFARE ACTIVirgSi 
Voluntary welfare activities are those v i^ich are undertaken 
by the employers for their woikers without any compulsion of the 
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Govetmiefit* In other words, volurrtaiy activities are 
those the employers are not bound to toy any provision of any Act, 
rules or regulations. They are undertaken primarily, to motivate 
the woxt^ ers by providing such facilities as meciical, provisions 
for Qames, sports etc. Except educational facilities other 
facilities are provided to the employees. 
In the F.C.I, Ltd., Gorakhpur voluntary welfare facilities 
axQ provided on the large scale for the tvoi^ers. 
i- RBCRSATIQNAI. FACILITIES; 
Hecreational and entertainment programmes have good 
bearing on the lives of the woxkers. It reduces fatigue effect 
of both ^ysieal and mental woxk. It gives the employees an 
opportunity to relax their tensions generated by the monotony 
and ardous nature of industdral woxk, Moreover, i t increases 
the woxking efficiency of the employees and gives pleasure to 
them* The Labour Investigation Committee pointed out that the 
value and importance of entertainments, as a means to relieve the 
monotony and drudgery of wozking long hours in the factories or 
mines and to introduce an element of joy and relief as well as 
to impart instructions and education to the ignorant workers 
can not be overestimated. The average industrial worker works 
in an atmosphere of dust, noise and heat and lives in tenable 
overcrowded and insanitary dwellings, which are generally no 
better than daj^ dangerous* In short, this facility i s highly 
beneficial and absolutely necessary everywhere particularly in 
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IndustilaX life and dnvlronment, Thd provision of mcte&tioml 
and QuXtyraX faciUti ts whi^ h include various t^pes of indoor 
and outdoor 9ai&a8« Badio Usteningt oxcur8ions« iocturest 
ooneerts, cinena ahoMS, reading rooas and Ubararies, theatorical 
perfoaaancos, holiday hoaea otc. , must effectiveXy fulfi l this 
object and go a long way in reducing evils of drinking and gambling 
and particularly prostitution ivhich previa Is in the labour areas 
otwing to the glazing nunericdl disparity of sexes. 
The recreational and cultural facili t ies are provided 
by the F.C.I, on large scale. I t provides the facility of both 
indoor and outdoor gaises and there i s &n efficient arrangements 
for shoidng films and providing other cultuaral fac i l i t ies . 
2. moiCAL FACILITieSt 
The importance of medical facil i t ies for the workers 
of 
can hardly be exaggerated. Medical facil i t ies are cardinal 
importance and have grtat impact on industrial developEaent and 
i t s progress. Wa can evaluate this problem from two sides. 
Firstly, the health hazards common to a l l citizens, and, secondly, 
the occupational health risk to i#iich workere at6 exposed in 
certain industries. 
As a citizen, the medical m&da of an industrial worker 
axe met by the general health service« According to a report of 
Planning Commission, the state of health in the country i s very 
low and the whole programme of health developnent i s bound up 
with a broader programme of social improvement. The report fufther 
Qbsexve^ the need for the establishment of & ^ t iona l i^ isetM 
of Industilal Health, Safety and Welfare, appolntflient of full 
time aedical inspectors, short coui^es of instjruction in the 
industrial health and organisation of investigation and surveys 
for collecting Infoznation on oeoupational desease and other 
health protilesis. 
The Boyal Consaission on labour in India emphasised the 
point that the health of the industrial wotkeis i s of cardinal 
inportance not only to himself, but also in relation to general 
industrial developtent and progress. Sickness and illhealth are 
recognised to be among the most wide spread causes of absenteeism, 
lowered morale and bad time keeping, leading to decreased 
production, spoiled wozk and bad employee management relations* 
In India, the health of workers i s adversely affected due to bad 
climatic conditions under v^ich woirk i s perfoziaed, urtftealthy 
conditions in most factories, tropical diseases and illness due 
to ignorance and poverty, long hours of work, and low wages and 
^6 to fact that industrial worker i s migratory in character 
coming from zural areas and the city life i s not conductive to 
his health. Heme, the provision for medical facil i t ies for the 
wozkers are of great importance in almost a l l the countries 
especially for India* At present provisions for medical facili* 
t ies have been made under the various State and Central Acts. 
Besides, the employers have also provided medical facil i t ies to 
their woikers. 
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As far as Fertilizer Factexy, Gorakhpur i s coneorned, 
this faeiXity i s provided on a iargd seale sinee one fuiflodged 
hospital i s available having sufficient nusi^ er of beds. 
3* EOUCATIOmL FACILITIES i 
Illiteracy and lack of education SQong the workers 
i s a great hurdle in the path of success not only for the wozkers 
but also for the Industrial progress and development. The 
provision of educational facilities for industrial workers i s , 
therefore, of great importance. The importance of woj^er's 
education needs not to ba over emfshasised. It itfas not so urgent 
and necessary in earlier days as i t i s today m^ en woj^ers has to 
play a significant role in an industrial complex i^ich i s different 
in various respects from that in the past. Thus, the need for 
education i s specially urgent in an era of industrial expansion, 
M^ en the process of industrialisation may involve the transfer of 
workers in large number from agricultural to industrial occupations 
and the acquisitions of industrial skills and techniques, infithout 
a good foundation of general education, training will be both 
difficult and expensive. The workers are taking more active part 
in the promotion and administration of welfare measures, but the 
efficient administration of welfare activities requires that the 
persons concerned should be educated. 
As regards illiteracy and lack of education among workers 
the Whitley Commission observed! 
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*lt i t almost iaiposslble to ovordstimatd of this 
disability, iwhich aie obvioys in wages in health, in productivity, 
in ojcganisation and savarai othar diractions. atodafn nachina 
industzy dapands in a paculiar dagjrae on aducation, 0mi tha 
attempt to build i t up ivith an i l l i ta ra ta body of tha woxicars 
sust be difficult and perilous. Wa should aiaphasisia tha fact 
that precisely because of th i s , tha education of industrial 
labour should receive special attention.** 
Insf^te of this recognition of the importance of workers 
education no concrete steps were taken by the Oovernaent or by 
the eaployers. I t was only in the Second Five Year Flan (i956»6i) 
that training the wozkers in trada union philosophy and method 
found a place. I t was rightly considered a necessity if unions 
were to becoma self-reliant in respect of office bearers*^ 
So far as the aducational facil i t ies for workers, children 
&nd training for the wozieers asce concerned, they have been paid 
more attention than *«»rkers* education. 
As far as F.C.I. Ltd., Gorakhpur i s concerned, this 
facility i s provided for the workers, 
Grain shop facilit ies have also become an important 
part of labour welfare, which hava bean provided at many places* 
8. Haport of )iiitley Commission as mfoted in the Baport of itCL 
p. » 87 and Heport of the Hoyal Commission on Labour in India 
p. 27. 
9. Ilnd Five Year Plan, p. * S73. 
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In many places, amployers have provided grain ahop facilities 
for their woikers. The Government of India realised during 
the war period that i t would be in the interest of war production 
to keep the efficiency and the morale of the workers high araS 
encouraged the employers to start grain shops, and sel l them 
either at cost or concessional prices to the workers. Special 
transport facilities were provided by the Governaent and ma,ny 
employers took advantage of i t and started grain shops. The 
importance of providing shops mar the workers quarters is vsrf 
great, for this purpose, establishment of consumers cooperative 
stores of the wozkers should be encouraged, and the employers 
can advance some initial capital for i t , or the grain shop 
facilities should be extended. Now these facilities have been 
provided by all important industries including F.C.I. Ltd:, 
Gorakhpur. 
(c) mimm ACriVITIBS UhPEHTAKEN BJ THE WQRKEfiS QBSANISATIQNi 
Certain welfare activities are undertaken by the trade 
unions for the social and economic bettepsent of their members. 
These activities at6 called as mutual welfare, which refer to 
those activities which are initiated by workers for their 
bettezment in a suitable manner. It is a matter of fact that 
the Trade Unions aj:Q not taking any active part in organising 
welfare activities. The Unions have not so far been able to 
arrange any labour welfare activities. The ireasons behind this 
are, firstly, because of many smaller organisation, their funds 
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are rK>t sufficient, socondiy thore is a lack of coordination 
among tho wo£l(ors. Thirdly, tha union donot gat any ancourage-
mant at the hands of amployora* Tho employars think tho tradt 
unions as thair rivals. 
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GHACTER 3 
3 a ) WELFARg ACriVITIEg AS PRQVIDBJ IN THE FACTQRIfiS ACT. 1948s 
Atscording to the Factories Ast, 1948, the WeXfai* Activities 
are explained from section 42 to section 50, 
1. W^mm FACIilTIES (4^} I 
i) In every iactoxy * 
(a) Adequate and suitable fac i l i t i e s for washing shall be 
provided and maintained for the use of workers therein, 
(b) Separate and adequately screened f ac i l i t i e s shal l be 
provided for the use of male and feiaale workers, 
(c) Such fac i l i t i e s shall be conveniently accessible and 
shall be kept clean. 
N.8.U * 'Factory' means any premises including the precincts 
thereof. 
( i ) Vftiereon ten or raoi:« woxkers are wozking, or were were working 
on any day of the preceding twelve months, and in any part 
of which a manufacturing process i s being carried on with 
the aid of power, or i s ordinarily so carried on, or 
( i i ) Vifliereon twenty or more workers are working, or were working 
on any day of the preceding twelve months, and in any part 
of which manufacturing process i s being carried on without 
the aid of power, or i s ordinarily so carried on (Section 2 mJ 
** "Worker" means a person employed, directly or through any 
any agency, whether for wage ©r not, in any manufacturing 
process, or in cleaning any part of machinery, or in any other 
kind of work incidental to or connected with, the manufacturinc 
process, or the subject of manufacturing process (Sec. 2 1). 
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2) The State Government may, in respect of any factory or class 
or description of factories or of any raantifacturing process, 
prescribe standards of adequate and suitable f ac i l i t i e s for 
washing. 
2 . PACItJTIES FOR STQRIN3 AND Pmim CLCmim (43); 
The State Government may, in respect of any factory or 
class or description of factories, make rules requiring the 
provision therein of suitable places for keeping clothing not 
worn during working hours and for the drying of wet clothing. 
3 . FACILITIES FOR SXTTIN3 (44)i 
1) In every factory suitable arrangements for s i t t ing shall be 
provided and maintained for a l l workers obliged to work in the 
standing position,in order that they may take advantage of any 
opportunities for rest which may occur in the course of the i r work. 
2) If, in ©pinion of the Oiief Inspector, or workers of any 
factory engaged in a particular manufacturing pr(x;ess or working 
in a particular roona are able to do the i r work efficiently in a 
s i t t ing position, he may by order in writing, require a occupier 
of the factory to provide before a specified date such seating 
arrangements as may be practicable for a l l workers so engaged 
or working. 
3) The State Goverranent may, by notification in off icial 
Gazzete, declare that the provisions of sub-section (4) shall 
not apply to any specified factory or class ©r description of 
«.• 3 i «• 
* factories or to any specified naa ny fact n i l ng process. 
4. FIRST^AIIX>APaiANGE8 (45 )i 
i ) There shall in every factory be provided and maintained 
so as to be readily accessible during a l l wotklng hours f i r s t 
aid boxes or cyi:^oards equipped with the prescribed contents 
and the number of such boxes or cupboards to be provided and 
maintained shall not be iessfthan one for every one hundred and 
fifty woikei^ ordinarily employed at any one time in the factory. 
2) Nothing except the pj^scribed contents shal l be kept in 
the first-aid-boxes or cupboards. 
3) Each first-aid»box or cupboard shall be kept in the charge 
of the separate responsible person who i s trained in f i r s t aid 
treatment and who shall always be readily available during the 
working hours of the factory. 
4) In every factoary therein more than five hundred workers are 
employed there shall be provided and maintained an ambulance ro<»ii 
of the prescribed size, containing the prescribed equipments and 
In the charge of suc|i medical and nursing staff as may be prescribed 
N . i . j - * * Manufacturing process* means any process for ?• 
( i ) making, al tering, repairing, ornamenting, finishing, packing 
oil ing, washing, cleaning, breakingup, demolishing, or 
otherwise treating or adapting any a r t i c l e or substance 
with a view to i t s use, sale, transport, delivery or 
disposal, or 
( i i ) %mping o i l , water or sewage, or 
( i i i ) generating, transfoiming or transmitting power, or 
(iv) composing types for printing or other similar process or 
bode binding. 
(v) constructing, reconstructing, repairing, f i t t ing or breaking 
UP ships or vessels. 
1) The State GovtjmBjent raay aake rules reqfuiring that in 
any specified factoiy uliefein more than two hundred and fifty 
wQ^^ers are ordinarily employed, a canteen or canteens shall be 
provided and maintained by the occupier for the use of workers. 
2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
power, such rules may provide for* 
a) the date by v^ich such canteen shall be provided. 
b) the standard in respect of construction, accoaraodation, 
furniture and other equipment of the canteen? 
c) the foodstuffs to be served therein and the charges 
K i^ch may be m&dQ thereof? 
d) the constitution of e managing committee for the 
canteen and representation of the woikers in the 
manag^sent of the canteensi 
e) the delegation to the Chief Inspector, subject to such 
condition as may be prescribed, of the powers to make 
rules under clause (c)* 
6 . SHELTER^. SBSrmom Am UUNGH ROOMS (47)I 
1) In Qverf factory therein more than one hundred and fifty 
workers are ordinarily employed, adequate atvi suitable shelters 
or rooms and a suitable lunch room, with provision for drinking 
water» n^ere workers can eat meals brought by them shall be 
provided and maintained for the use of workers. 
ftpovlded that any canteen maintained in accordance with 
the provisions of section 46 shall be regarded as part of require-
ments of this sub-section. 
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Provided fyrther that vhere a lunch rooia exists no 
woiker shall eat any food in the work room. 
2) The shelters or rest roaas or lunch rooms t o be provided 
under suli-section ( i ) shall be sufficiently lighted and ventilated 
and shall be waintained in a cool and clean conditions, 
3) The State Governffltnt may —— 
a) prescribe the standai^s in respect of construction, 
accfWBfflodation, furniture and other equipment of 
shel ters , rest rooms and lunch rooas t o be provided 
under th i s section. 
b) by notification in official Gazzete, eKerapt any 
factory or class or description of factories fr<»n the 
requlrenaent of th i s section. 
7. CRECHES (48 ) u 
1) In every factory wherein more than fifty women workers are 
ordinarily employed there shall be provided and maintained a 
suitable roOTi or rooms for the use of children under the age of 
six years of such wooaen. 
2) Such rooms shall provide adequate accommodation, shall be 
adequately lighted and ventilated, shall be maintained in a clean 
and sanitary condition and shall be under the charge of women 
trained in the care of children anti infants . 
3) The State Goverraaent may make rules — -
a) prescribing the location, and the standards in respect 
of construction, accommodation, furniture and other 
equijdiiient of rooms to be provided, under th i s section. 
b) requiiAng the provision in factoxies t© whieh this 
section applies of additional facilities for the care 
of children belonging to woiaen workers, including 
suitable provisions of facilities for washing and 
changing their clothing, 
c) requiring the provision in any factory of free milk 
or refreshment or both for such children, 
d) requiring that facilities shall be given in any 
factory for the ©other of such children to feed them 
at the necessary intervals* 
8. t^FABB QFFICfillS (m)i» 
1) In every factory therein five hundred or more wozkers are 
ordinarily employed, the occupier shall employ in the factory 
such number of ivelfare officers as may be prescribed. 
2) Itte State Government may prescribe the duties,qualifications 
and condition of service of officers employed under sub-section (1). 
9. IDWER TO miM. WMS TO SUPHMmm THIS CmPtBUi 
The State Government may make rules •*— 
a) exempting, subject to compliance with such alternative 
arrangements for welfare of workers as may be prescribed, 
any factory or class or description of factories from 
compliance with any of the provision of the chapter. 
b) requiring in any factory or class or description of 
factories that representatives of the workers erooloyed 
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i n the factory s h a l l be associated wdth the 
laanagei&ent of the vi^lfare djrrangesents of the 
worice^.A 
3*a m W^ g mmmm^ fi^m s^ciAt v^i^m f^m^-
A wage Agrewaent for the unionised ea tegor ies of the 
employees has iieefi iiecetttly arziimd a t between the laanageraent of 
F^C.I, and N.F.L, Giroup of companies and the representa t ives of 
t he recognised unions* The agreeaent i s foif a pei^iod of 4 years 
with effect from January i , 1979. 
Shxl Kl, Kukreja, G,M.D,, F,C*I, , a s s i s t ed by 
Shri 3*N. Kapoor, Dy. Q^M. (P& A) led the negot ia t ions on behalf 
of the Bianag^ent «4th the representa t ives of t h e recognised 
unions of the undertaking concerned. The negotiat ions were qui te 
protracted and continued for several months before an agreement 
was reached, 
A oinifflum gross benefit 9f h,&B/*> has been insured t o 
a l l those wox^ers *rtio were on the r o l l s of the coiapanles on the 
date of signing the agreement. This wage agreement s h a l l 
subs tan t i a l ly benefit nearly 27,000 woricers of the five companies. 
Several new benefi ts such as re*»imbursement of exoenditure 
as per a new foxmula i n l ieu of i«T,C« (leave Travel Concession) 
1. Yu(fi)istra, labour taws, Fifth ed i t ion , 1966, Allahabad 
ftiblishing Agency, P. - 328 t o 331. 
2 , As quoted by F e r t i U i e r Digest, Apri l May, 198i , p« - 1 . 
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foap visiting any past ot India in a bl^k of 4 ytairsy shift 
alXowancdS for the first and second shifts have also been provided 
in the agreement. In addition to the eitfiancement in the rates of 
existing benefits has been aUoiwed Which include washing allowance, 
night shift allawam^e, cycle allowance and H.H«A« (Hmise Rent 
Allowance) in unclassified cit ies etc« 
SPECIAL mt^Am wmt 
A unique feature of the agreeaent i s the creation of a 
special welfare fund for underlying welfare projects in the 
neighbouzhood of the operating units/projects/officers or for 
giving relief to hard cases within an estabUshaent Itself, 
This sch€®e will be financed through contribution and i t has 
b&an agreed under the agreement that each employee shall 
contribute 1to*k/m per month froia his salary towards this Fund, 
lA^ile the manageaient would give a grant of Bs#1000/«- in case of 
units/divisions and, a suitable amount in case of officers, 
depending upon the nuiaber of employees employed therein* 
The union representatives also agreed to cooperate with 
the management in creating healthy climate of Industrial Relations 
and in promoting efficiency and increasing productivity. Further, 
they also agreed that they would not raise any additional/new 
demand having a financial implication during the validity of the 
four year period of the settlement. 
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t^ W mQE STRUCTURE FOR WOHKgRS IN UNIONISED GATEGCBIES: 
A revised ©alary and wage structure for the woxkers In 
the unionised categories woriclng in the F e r t i i i i e r Corporation 
of India and National Fer t i l izer Group of companies has been 
ifflplemented recently. 
A gross MinifflURi benefit of Ri.85 to &s.94/<» wi l l accure 
to a l l workmen m o^ were on the ro l l s of the cciapanies on the 
date of agreement. 
The revised salary and wage structure shal l be effective 
from January I, 1979 for a period of four years ending 3l8t Oec.i 
1982 and shall benefit nearly 27*000 workers. 
A revised schedule for the payment of Fixed Oeamess 
Allowance (FOA) has been finalised for different salary stabs. 
In addition a l l the wozkers shall also be enti t led t o Variable 
Deamess Allcwance (VDA) at the rate of 1.30 mT point r i se or 
f a l l beyond AICPI (All India Consumer l^ice Index) No.302 (base 
year 1960 «* 100). The salient features of the new wage agreement 
are as under s 
I* Bay Scales; 
The existing pay scales wi l l stand revised t o the new 
pay scale with effect from 1.1.19791 as shown in the following 
table. 
TABUS . I 
BBVXSHD mY SCALES BASEa ON IMXJSTHIAi 
VAHXASJLS 0SAIII£S3 AUOWAM^ PAYASLS AT 
rnim aiSE OR PALL BEYOf83 AICH No,3Ce 
mTTERN OF DA I . e . 
THi BATE OF h.iaO KB 
(Base V«ar i960 « iOO) 
S.N Existing %y Scalds Spaii in Bevisedi %y Scales Span 1 
y#ars yeara 
i. 260-6.350 15 
2. 27D«>7.3a6«8«^ 66 13 
3. 2^*a-344«^«^K3 12 
4. 319«#«400»1D.430 12 
5* 320«>11«430*12«»^ 0 15 
6. 4i5«*lS«»490«20*»630 12 
7. 41S«.15«475««^ «-61!I*25«665 13 
8. 450«20«550-a5-?50 13 
9< 475-20-^5«25<»805 14 
10, 620*25«820«30«4»90 12 
11. 62O-30«860«3^IO00 12 
300.<a«46S 21 
365^«421.9«*4T5 13 
380«9-452^0<«492 12 
410»U«498«12<^46 12 
410«*13<^14«15*a34 14 
SOO-a©«400*25-775 12 
§00^0«*ll@0«aS«*^5«^*805 12 
545«25*67O»30«^10 13 
570*25*695-30-1025 15 
700-30*940-35-10<^ 11 
700-35<i980-40-1140 12 
I t i s lii*«d with (AXCH) (Bas© year 1960 a lOO). I t 
consists of tm> coBi{x»ii«nts* 
The employees in these pay scales wil l l>e ent i t led t o 
F»O.A. aceording t o pay ifanges in the revised pay scales . 
In addition to FOA* eiaployees t«ill also lie ent i t led t o \^A 
at the sate of li . l .30 par point r ise or f a l l beyond AICPI No.302 
(base year 1960 » 100), The VDA wil l be royised every quarter as 
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per dxistlng pattern* 
TABLE 2 
STATEMENT SH0WIN3 RATES OF FOA PAYAai^ S WHH EFFECT FHQH i . i . i 979 
Pay HdngQS in Itevised Scald Ratds of F^ 0, A» 
«iawiwiiwi»w>(w>wwwM«w»w«<wai««^^ wpiwwiiiw>MKHill— iiiiiinwii>«-wf<wiitmw—iMwiMiini Iwiimtmmmtmmmm^mi.mm^mmm • wnwp .mmmmirw—« i i'mniittmmmmmm 
Upto 300 iOO 
301 « 339 i iS 
340 • 399 i25 
<«X) • 449 i39 
450 - 499 140 
500 - 549 i50 
550 - 599 ifiO 
6 0 0 - 6 4 9 i65 
650 * 699 170 
700 - 749 180 
750 *• 799 190 
800 « 849 200 
850 - 899 205 
900 - 949 210 
950 « 999 220 
1000 - 1049 230 
1050 « Above 240 
•WWrrnr iiiimrn nwiinniwii •nininniiiiinriiwifiMiTinrrrH—'r-ini-'n—>—nr-tr'finir-f WTiiini^ iiwiiiiiiiw • mi i f - n -iii i '"r'n^rTr'niriift Tiiniiriniii iMinwniiiiiiiiiiiiiifii wmmirfiir- ir riwr- r m wiri i mii i m i 
3> MINIMUM 6iy^^ ^t^FiyS,! 
Oross benefit ranging betwoen ^,85 and !^.94 before 
deduction of House Bent have been ensuired t o a l l existing 
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woik^rs an rolls of units/office on the dat© of signing tho 
draft agreement i . e . 5.2.i98X, on fitment made in the revised 
pay soale together vdLth FDA and VDA payable at AICH No.332. 
The gross minimiffli benefit of Bs,85/«» should also be 
allowed in case of such employees who are wo:d(ing temporarily 
on muster roll on daily rate bais against a regular post and 
are regularised in any of the pay scales given in Table 1 in 
the nozmal course of recruitment, within a period of three 
sionths from the date of signing the draft agreement, 
FRII^ E aSNEFXTSi 
Fringe benefits as per the details given below will be 
admissible only to the employees in the unionised categories 
upto the revised pay scale of Bs.700»1140, 9S per their entitlement. 
A. N^BF^ Tg ,TQ m EFFECTIVE fSm A^lfJARK j . m9i 
1. msmm ALwwmc&t 
The quantom of washing allowance for the employees who 
am provided with unifoisss Mill be enhanced w,e«f« Jarmary 1, 
1979 from fe.6 to te.iiO per month in case of general category of 
staff and from 8s.9 to i^.l3/«- per month in case of pare medieal 
staff, 
2. ^IFT ALLOSSfANGEl 
Shift allowance at the following rates will be paid w.e.f. 
i,l,1979 to the entitled employees working in the rotating shifts, 
( i) First Shift (From 6 A.M. to 2 P*Mj * 8s.O,7S per shift 
( i i ) Second shift (from 2 P.M, to 10 P*M*) » 0.75 per shift 
( i l l ) I^ght shift (From 10 P.M. to 6 A.M.) - .1,50 instead 
of Re. 1 per shift. 
The qudJltam of cycle allowance wilX fa« enlhdnced from 
h*l2/m per »onth to Rs.XS/* per month. I t is hoM^yert clas$1 fled 
that the enhanc^ent in cycle allowance will be applicable in 
respect of those nrfio were getting the same on that date snd 
in respect of those t^o have lieen or «d.ll be sanctioned subset 
quently ftm the respective dates. 
9* 8ENBF1TS TO m SPFECnriVE FBQM THS DATE OF Bimim WE 
4. XICIgMSOT SEtJEFITS TQ THC3SE WHO mmiH AT THE MAXMM OF 
Tm. m ^WSS FQR T ^ XW^i 
C3*ie increment will be allowed after every two years to 
those woxkaen «Aio renain at the ffiaKioum in the revised pay scales 
for t««© years. This will be effective froa Feb. 5, 1981. 
Wofkiaen *«ho have already remained on the raaxiiaum of the pay 
scales for two years on the date of signing the draft agreement 
itfill be allowed one increment. 
5. mmmtmn sommi 
The tiwe span of "Stagnation Seheae** *i^ ich is already 
in vogue will be reduced froa 10 years to 7 years with effect 
froa the signing of the draft agreenent. Even after the placemeit 
in the next higher scale under the scheme* the concerned employees 
will continue doing the same woj^ which they were doing in their 
substantive scale/post. 
Woikaen ^a have completed 7 years in a particular pay 
seal© will get the mxt higher scale under the scheme even if 
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they have already been promoted under the acheiae or regularised 
earlier. In such cases also* Stagnation Benefits iwill only be 
given w.e.f• Feb. 5, 1981, and not retrospectively. Other 
conditions for the stagnation scheme vdll remain the same. 
6. I^EAVE TRAVEL QONGESSIQN (L.T.C.b 
a) He-iiabureeBjent of Rtckshaw/aus/Taxi/Scooter Fare, as 
the ftdse say be, froBi the residence (fron) starting station only) 
to Railway Station/^s Stand to and froia as per entitlenent of 
T«A. rules will be allowed to the employees. 
b) At present an employee is entitled for going to any 
place in India and back once in a 4 year block. He/She can 
either continue availing the existing facility or if he/she so 
desires can claim re^ imbursement of the expenditure in lieu 
thereof, by giving a certificate that the expenses incurred 
by him/her have not boon less than the acaount admissible to 
himA^r on the basis of «^ich the company will reimburse as 
below tm 
( i) Employees entitled to 2nd class railfare for a distance 
of 1125 kiBS* (i*e« 73 per cent of ISOO. ) for onward and return 
journey. 
( i i ) Employees entitled to First Class rail travel twice the 
1st class railfare for a distance of 900 kms. ( i . e . 60 per cent 
of 1500 ) for onward and return jouziiey« 
The above facility of re»imbursement will be admissible 
to self and each entitled family members of the employees and 
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wil l b« available iot the block year 1978-81 and on wards. 
The employee vdll have to take leave for at least six days 
for availing this faci l i ty . The eaployee and faiaily aeabers 
together wil l be given only one option * 
(1) either t© avail the choice Of going anywhere in India 
in 4 year block, or 
( i i ) to claim ze«»inbiirsei8ent of expenditure in lieu thereof. 
In other words, the options can not be excercised 
differently for the eapioyee and the family members. 
Other tesas and conditions of I.4T.C, for going home town 
once in 2 years block and to anywhere in India wi l l , however, 
remain unchanged. 
7. HQUse mm AiLcmmn in.n. A At 
a) The Government has approved the following rates of 
H.H.A* "" """ 
TABLE t SHOWINS HOUSE mm AUQWANCE lU THE REVISS3 RATES 
SiNo. Class of City Existing Rates Revised Rates 
mm^'^mmimmmmmitgmmmmmmmm 
( i ) Ui^slassified 5^ of Basic i^y 7jt% of ^Bie pay 
(w.e.f. 1.1.79 
( i i ) Oelhi/Sombay 30^ of Basic Pay No change 
( i i i ) "A* Class 2tj)% of Basic Ray No change 
(iv) •Bj^ " & Bg* class IS>% of Basic J^ y No change 
<v) "C^  Class 7^% of Basic pay No change 
MIWMMMMMMHiiaMHMHM 
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b) HOUSE mm /aiOWANCg W^HOUt PmQUCtlOH OF RENT HECEI^ i 
Thd psesent celling of (^.750 for payroent of H.R.A, without 
production of House Bent Receipt wil l stand revised to Bs«950 
w.0.f» Feb, 5, 1981. 
The present limit of Ss*225 wil l be raised to es*3CX} and 
Bs«^5 t o fe*725 w.e.f, Feb. 5, 1981. 
9 . aE^ lMBURSEMENT OF DIET CHARGES TO EMPIjCftfEES REFERREO FQI^  
T^TMENT OUTSIDE CQMmNyVS HQSi>ITALt 
ReiBburseiuent of diet charges a 8s. 10 per day for a 
period of hospitalisation wi l l be allowed in o^se an employee 
i s referred for indoor treatment outside the company*s hospitals 
for ti^ich a cer t i f icat ion wil l be necessaxy. This will be 
acterissible t o esiployees drawing basic pay upto R$,1300/» in the 
revised pay scales and would be effective w.e.f, Feb. 5 , 1981. 
10. RE-IMaURSEttEMT OP TUITION FEE UgfO 12TH STANDARD/INTER, 
MEDIATE STANDARDf 
Tuition fee at the rates applicable in Government schools 
in the respective states upto the indusive of 12th classes upto 
lOt'a system or for intezmediate classes wil l also be ro«oi!abur8ed 
t o the eaployees in respect of t he i r children studying in these 
classes.^ 
3 . As cfuoted by Ferfeilixer Digest» op, c i t » , P. - 3 . 
CHAPTER 4 
4* LAaOUR WELPARS ACriVITIES UNPSHTAKEN BY THE FEKTILIZER 
CQR«3RATIQK OF imiA. PARTICULARLY Wi THE ^HTILIZBR 
g^ RPqiHTiQi^  py OTIA, GQi^^Hj^ ,MMg[> 
Th0 fexti l iser factory at Oorakhpur b^ing a public sector 
ymltrtaking i s supposod to bo an ideal mpi9f0x^ As such a l l 
statutory as enjoinod under The Factories Act» 1948 &nd tion* 
Statutory Benefits are {provided to the workers. 
Recognising that the provision of welfare and recreational 
fac i l i t ies provide healthy channels not only for the alround 
developaent but also for giving expression* pent of feelings and 
energy and considering also that such fac i l i t i e s go a long way 
in breaking the monotony «^ich i s irdiorent in the factory Ufa . 
This unit has, therefore, undertaken to provide such fac i l i t i e s 
in a big way* Not only this that the factory Is providing welfare 
fac i l i t i es but also efforts ^x^ continued to be mad9 to improve 
upon such fac i l i t i e s , the fac i l i t ies currently provided in F.CI. 
Ltd., Gorakhpur include a modem Township, Hospitals, Canteens, 
Clubs etc . Let us discuss these fac i l i t i es one by one. 
1) TOWNSHIP? 
A well planned township to provide residential accooaodation 
to the employees has been established* The township is situated 
at a distamse of 1 ka. from the factory. The township is spread 
over an area of 300 acres and comprises of 1300 houses with full 
-•* *rO "• 
eivio amenities like water supply* undezground drainage, flush 
latrins ete« The various types of hduses and their numbers 
art as under s^m 
9 
130 
252 
853 
•^ VDes of Houses 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
Type 
•A** 
«B« 
ii0» 
m^n 
•E« 
Total 1300 
Of these^ 1103 quarters have been alloted to the workers. 
Most of such houses have been constructed under subsidised 
Housing Schene and consequently the rent recovered from such 
workmen in respect of these accomodation are nominal. The 
lowest category of houses consist of two rooos fitted with 
ceiling fans, a kitchen, a varandah, a courtyard/Balcony. 
Paxks and play grounds for the benefits of the employees 
as well as their children have also been set up. 
Employees not provided with aceconodation frcta the 
company are paid H.H,A. (House Rent Allowance) @ 7jt% of basic 
pay • The workers have been accormsodated in subsidised quarters. 
mtmmmmmm 
N.B. • Since Gorakhpur has been placed in "a* city this year, 
therefore, the House ^nt Allowance will also be imreased 
from 7^% to ^5^ of basic pay, as approved by the Government 
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2. RECaSATIOHAL ACTIVITIgSi 
With a view to cater to the need for the reereation 
of the employeee and their faaily raeaberst two recJteation 
oefitzes n&mlf$ iiVozkejrs* Club known as AtanoJCflnJdn Kendz® and 
Officers' Chib have been constructed. The woilcers club 
include a connunitv hall in which Qxm& and Fitos are exhibited. 
Facilities for both Indoor and Outdoor games have been provided 
in both the clubs* The l ist of outdoor games includto Football, 
Hockey, Valley ^11 and Cricket. Indoor Games include Badminton, 
Carrom, Table Tennisi Qiess and Playing Cards. 
In addition to the above, a sewing class has been started 
under the aegis of the welfare wing. The grown up daughters and 
wives'of employees are taught cutting/drafting/embroidery and 
knitting etc. by a trained lady teacher. The classes are quite 
popular in the colony. 
Two open aiiv^theaters K e^re various types of cultural 
activities like %shairah, Kavi Sammelan and Musical coi^erts 
ar^ organised from time to time. The children and the workers 
are encouraged to stage drmas and other cultural activities 
for v^ieh the management renders financial and other assistance. 
In fact the fertiliser township has become the nucleous of 
recreational activities of this region, as there are a number 
of recreational centres in the township such as Manoranjan 
Kendra, Staff Club, ladies Club, Apprentice Club, Uons Club and 
^3^, 
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Ldos Club. Organisation of eultural programmes and festivals 
for the entditaifwent of staff and their families is one of 
their important activity. 
3. gOUCATIQMAL FACIUTIESt 
This unit is running viell ec^uipped schools with a view 
to cater to the education needs of the children and wards of 
the employees, ^ present» there are three schools run isf 
the factory •» 
1) K»<1« Snglish Me4iun School providin9 education to the 
wozkers* children upto the level of Class Vth. 
2) l^ rioiaxy School (Hindi Medium). 
3) Intesaediate School * providing education to the wards 
and children of the employees upto Intermediate level. 
The admission to the school is generally restricted to 
the sons and daughters of the employees. The entire costs of 
running and maintaining the schools are being met by the 
Company. No grant-in«^id is being received from the State 
Oovemment« 
Children of the employees drawing basic salary upto 
8s* 1200/* mt month BXQ given free education. Scholarships to 
deserving and meritorious are also being granted. A Book Bank 
has also been established for needy students. 
The F.C.I. Ltd., Gorakhpur has also provided the 
facilities of workers education scheme. Three batches of two 
each of workers M^O have been trained under this sch^ne, an 
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appr&ximste amount spent on the i r trainin9« T.A.« D*A« e t c . 
I s fe.7,500. 
Th« organisation runs in the evening an Adult Education 
Scheme for the employees, who are i l l i t e r a t e and so called 
quasi- l i terate so as to develop and opon ca r r i e r opportunities 
for thea. The t o t a l scheme has been divided i i^o two parts « 
"A" and "S". «A* ^ part course i s upto Class VX standard »*iile 
"Q** -» part i s upto V2II standard and so i t i s preparatory 
schene also for admission to our part-time I^^Basic Course 
which i s ecfuivalent to High School for promotion. 
4 . TRA^ S^R3RT FACILITIES; 
Inadecfuate transport fac i l i ty puts the workers to 
considerable s t ra in , loss of time and unnecessary fatigue. 
Therefore, the need for providing the transport f ac i l i t i e s 
i s quite obvious. Although, t h i s i s a normal function of 
State or Local Oovernment, but i t i s noteworthy that some 
employers have also provided th i s fac i l i ty to t he i r workers 
going to and from the factory. I t i s particularly important 
t o those concerns u^ose tcAsrnships are far from the i r factory 
s i t es and whose work force i s very large. 
Almost a l l the f e r t i l i z e r factories have paid consi-
derable attention towards th i s welfare ac t iv i ty . F.C.X. U d . , 
Gorakhpur also has i t s own provision for transport with a 
view to m^e i t convenient for i t s ^aployees in travell ing 
t o and from the factory to t he i r residence« The factory 
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provides facility for ©mplo^es staying in the city for 
bxlnging thwa to tf\& factory / Administrativ© ftiilding and 
taking them back to the city. This facility has been 
ex^onded to the employees («ho am required to ccme on ahift 
duty« In addition, the factory also provides transport 
facility at nominal charges for the sonst daughters and 
wards of the employees studying in various educational 
institutions at Qorakhpur city, 
Inspite of sufficient number of buses in the Fertilizer 
Factory, employees are armoyed due to i ts ineffective and 
inefficient administration. The roost important reason i s 
that the evil of nepotias also takes place and friends and 
relatives of bus staffs as tirell as employees get in the buses 
by stopping them on the way* This unfair practice leads to 
considerable difficulties to the genuine passengers for 
whom this provision has bQen made. 
Particularly the entire cost of running the transport 
i s borne by the company vi^ leh worka out to about (approx«) 
8s. 10/-. per employee. 
S. SJOKTS FAGItlTIES? 
Fertiliaer Factory at Qorakhpur attaches great 
importance to both indoor and outdoor sports vi^ ich are 
organised by a professionally gualifled sport organiser* 
Extensive play grounds for difjferent games have been 
provided. This unit i s also pioneer in sports activities 
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0f th© corporation. Thus, Gorakhpur unit hag been taking 
keen intdxe&t in urgenising sports araonct i t i employes. As 
the manageaient fully believes that to have a sound mind, 
i t dtust have sound body and sp&rts is the best way which 
a sound body dnd sound mind are accomplished and« therefore, 
ttuch before the inauguration of PERSTCOB, the raanagement 
has t ^ e n steps in the light direction of introducing out-
door as Dfell as indoor gacnes. I t may not be out of place 
to mention that Gor^hpur unit has b&en declared champion 
in almost a l l the games conducted and organised by Assistant 
Hegicmal Labour Coramissloner for the year i974«75. This 
unit was the champions in Kdhbadi, Volleyball, Football, 
Hockey and also a shield was provided for best lf^5i^&xi& 
^;t ivit ief and also for best in small saving in entire region. 
The Hockey Team of the F .Cl , iimited, Gorakhpur is the 
Champion of SEHSTCOa for the last successive four years. 
For lodcing after the healthy of the ssiployees the 
factory has maintained a full fledged Hospital in which 
facili t ies of indoor and (»Jtdoor have been established. At 
present there are 3S bads in i t with medical wings. Family 
Hanning with complete facili t ies for X*.ray etc, Xn addition, 
for the benefit of the employees residing at Gorakhpur city, 
i t has set up a panel of doctors from whom such employees 
and their dependants can obtain medical treatment and 
attendance. The employees in receipt of a basic pay of Rs,360 
p9T month and the i r dntlt led dependeants ^en hospitalised 
for trQataent, are provided free diet* In case of T.S.t the 
limit i s Ss.980/*. The to ta l expenditure of the medical 
f ac i l i t i e s are about fb. 3 lakhs. 
Actually, the hospital i s comprised of Industrial 
and %blic Health Sections. The medical section looks af ter 
the health of the employees and t he i r dependents as and 
when they fa l l i l l or have to undergo some other treatment. 
The hospital i s completely equipped with a l l the la tes t 
equipments, qualified surgeons and physicians with a hand 
of Mirses and other helping staff. 
So far as the Industrial Health i s coiKserned, sir^e 
th i s factory i s a chemical factory, health haiards aw6 bound 
to be there . Industrial Health Section looks af ter the 
health of those employees who am woiking in the plants 
where there are hazards due to the vraxking conditions. 
Industrial section regularly checks the health of the 
wojdcing people in these plants and suggests remedial laeasures. 
I t i s a matter of great pleasure that u p t i l l now thez^ has 
been no case of occupational diseases in th is factory. Of 
course, th i s has been possible only because of the efficiency 
of the Industrial Health Section. The workers are vaccinated 
and inoculated against various diseases. The environment i a 
such plants i s also regularly checked by the Industrial Health 
Section. **roper Safe arrangements have been taken to avoid 
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any accidont due to leakage of any gas or any other extra 
ordinary clrcumstanees. 
The Hosiidtal i s run under the control and direction of 
%rsonnel Officer (Welfare )t C,M.O, is the head of the 
Hospital. 
Indian Factories Actt 1948 provides that Qvexf estab-
lishment employing 250 or more workers must provide a canteen 
or canteens and maintain them for the use of workers« All 
the factories woxking under F.C.X., including Gorakhpur ferti* 
lizer factory have provided canteen facilities for their 
wozkers. 
The canteen is being run departmentally and the 
following items aze being sold :• 
1. Tea/Coffee 
2. Snacks * Laddoo, Barfit Balushahi, Lalm<^an, Jalebi, 
Samosa, Sohal, 3onda, Oalmout etc. 
3. Soft Dril ls . 
In addition to the above, arrangements for purl and 
lunch both (vegeterian and non^vegiterian) i s being exists. 
The canteen i s subsidised to the extent indicated 
below «-
(i) Necessary services of personnel like Assistant 
Canteen Manager« Halwai, Bearer etc. i s being provided by the 
N.S. * Section 46 of Indian Factories Act, 1948, Government 
of India. 
company. All items required to run canteen like uteneils* 
fumituree, fixtures etc. are supplied or replenished by 
the company without passing on the financial burden cr any 
portion thereof to the employees. The cost of fuel i s 
borne by the company, No charges of consimiption of elect^^ 
ricity and water to canteen i s passed on to the employees. 
The prices of eatables are fixed on the basis of "No Rcofit 
No toss Basis". 
Two canteens are being run by the management, one 
inside the factory which can accommodate 400 workers at a 
time and the other i s in Adainistrative Block. The factory 
canteen runs round the clock where supper i s also provided. 
For making available snacks and tea etc. at working placet 
Trolly service i s also run inside the factory. 
8 . sHgLTEHsy REST mom Am iUNGH tmimt 
As per provision of the Factories Act, 1948, the 
canteen can be used as rest shelter for the purpose and 
at present, the factory woifeers are using the factory canteen 
as their rest shelter* In addition to the canteen, the 
factory has provided one rest shelter to the employees and 
both meet the requirements of the law. The rest shelter has 
been provided with al l the amenities, furnitures and fixtures 
as provided in the Act. 
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9* UNXFORM/BTASHIMS. NIGHT SHIFTS AND HELJER ALLomtms 
Thdsd facilities are provided to ail the workers 
upto Senior Techniciai^Operatore* Washing allowance i s paid 
at the rate of &»i2/- per month, Mght shift allowance 
® Rs.l/«* per night shift i s paid t© woxicraen and helper at the 
rate of fe.15/- per month. 
10. O^KSRS? 
Aliaost all the employees wolfing inside the plant 
have been provided lockers for keeping their clothes/tools 
etc. They have also been provided lock froia the nanagenent, 
The lockers are quite msr to their woalcing pl«ce. 
i l . t^fayAICESt 
Management grants advances to employees for House 
Building and for purchase of Cycles, footers and Cars etc. 
Conveyance Allowance i s paid to the eiapioyees i f they use 
their own conveyance for official duty. 
12. teAVE TMVEi. aaMcessiQNt 
This facility i s provided at full re-eaburseaent to 
all employees for going to any place in India once in 4 years 
# 
and once in two years for goiiKj to their Hoae Town. 
13. SHDPi»IM3 CENTRES i 
A shopping centre having two Fair Mce Shops and a 
consuiser cooperative store has been established which caters 
the day to day roguireaents of the employees. The shopping 
^miilliimiiiMii>w—>MP wiMiiiMi——Mmiiiii i i III null liiiiiiiiiiii i •iiiiini « i « m ir m i mi'i imm m an inin» in miiii i fiy iim n i n i il i 
N.8, * For greater details vide Chapter 3.2 ante, P* 42 . 
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aentz^ i s situated by the sidd @f the toimship* Batik and 
B&st Office facili t ies also exist. 
A. At pzesent Goiralthpiij* factory's t%xk«3rs / leni t ies Fund 
i s in v^gue* The schetse has been cimstituted ndth a stfit of 
fis. 2 lakhs sanctioned by the then Iion*ble Minister for chesiicals 
and Fertiliser for exemplary discipUne* high sense of duty 
and morale demonstrated by Qori^hixir unit and nost cardinal 
relstimi betiveen wozkers and the Bianagesient and successful 
completion of the expansion project* The anount of lb*2,00,000 
has bmn depositted in the State Sank of India^ Fertiliger 
Factory Sranch, dorakhpur in fixed depmlt for 61 oonths and 
interests aceurir^ thereon Ss.l66@/«- i s being distributed to 
©aployees as stipulated in the seh^^« The fund shall be 
a<iiiini8tered by the follondng cossnittee u 
1. deneral Manager • Shrl 0,P* Agrwala (I>re8ent G.MJ 
2. Oiief Hngineer 
3 . Finanse Manager 
4. CMef l^rsonnel Officer (S•?.©•) 
5. Wo3 e^r*s Representatives 
6. Woflcer's Ife present ative 
?• VIoikers Bepxesentative 
8. aiATH p ^ f I T SGHEMgt At present a death benefit 
schesie i s also in v^ue in this unit and the scheaie i s quite 
popular araong the employees. About 2000 aieinbers aroi at present. 
and in a as© of dsath ©f any nf the meaibers nf the «aid 
sohaae, S$.3/* i s deducted fmm the selazies of each tt^]}bex>8 
and asount so eollected i s paid to the nominee of the 
deceased* 
AS. EXGBATIA PMmmt 
ixgratia payiaent was sade to one late Bais Hit, i^sdoor, 
K o^ died dujEing the eoujtse and out of emplo^ent in the year 
1970. A sma of h»ZOOO/^ was paid to his widow under the order 
of C.M.D, (GhaixBian & Wa«aging Director). 8s.$00A was paid 
to widow of Late Gopai Krishna, a Technician, Grade i who also 
died in the year 1075, «^iXe performing his noxaai duties. 
g:^vi^3 AND smQWim 
^&Xfa£6 Activities effect the health ^nd efficiency of 
the workers to a greater extetit and nam promote Industrial 
peace in m econoeiy* Atereover, these activities indirectly 
help in raising the productivity of the conce^m. Th«s, the 
provisions and presence ©f the iaboar Welfare Activities are 
l^neficial for l»oth employes as ymll as esaployers and they 
serve like two way traffic* For employees, they are an aid 
to their a l l round satisfaction and well«»hein3S and to the 
employers they are important tool to haiie increased produce 
t iv i ty . Therefore, the eiaploye«8 should, in their own 
interest, undertake the respotisiMlity of providing various 
kinds of welfare activities* If the employers simerely 
foster labour welfare activities# i t will go a loi^ way to 
win the hearts of the workers, &nd will establish a new 
relationship lietween the esplo/er and the workers, not based 
purely on economic and selfish motives but on higher and 
ethical grounds* SesideSf the eraployers have a laoral 
obligation to lot^ to the welfare of their workers. 
c ^ thing i s important to note here that the problem 
of workers* welfare i s of such a great magnitude that no 
single agency can alone tackle i t successfully. Therefore, 
the welfare woxk should be considered a Joint responsibility 
of the employers, the state and the trade unions» They should 
a l l woxk in harmony to raise the standard of living of the 
**• &9 ** 
woxkers. On thd wholei however, the state should take the 
responslMlity of seeing that lot of the workejps are iwproved, 
and in aost of the civilised countries of the world, the 
Qovemment have Jbecorae aware of the iraportanee of the welfare 
wo2k and big schemes of labour welfare and social security 
have been adopted by theai. There i s a great scope for improving 
and extending the welfare ^ t i v i t i e s for the woi^ lcing classes 
in the country. 
Thus I Mil important ffiatter touching the life of the 
the industzial wozker i s the adoption of welfare tseasures by 
different agencies in the country* l(}ow»a«KldySt there axB a 
great variations in these activities as between s t i t e &tiid 
state and from industry to i i ^ s t r y , and also as between the 
diffex^nt units of the saaie industry* 
qgNgRAL SUGGESTIQI^  t 
1. There must be some unifonaity in labour welfare activities 
provided in different states and industries and a definite 
ministum standard of welfare should be laid domm* 
2* The welfare activities should be regarded as social obligation 
and there laust be soiae ccmpulsion by the Goverment in this 
regard* 
3« Insists of certain provisions as laid down in the Factories, 
ittnes and Mentation Acts, at present the inspection ar»l su»er» 
vision of such activities are not veasy »uch satisfactory* The 
to the sanltajy a^rangoffiontst nnhieh hem Isddii laid d^ wn i»y 
th« 7ul#9i that during th«i3? investiQation th»y found the 
artangesietYtti m I<»ath8ono in mmf faqtoiiea that i t «fa$ a 
nfonder that the factojcy Inspectorates eoneemed did not pay 
re«^zed attention to the matter. There must be careful 
supervision of the upkeep of premises and eqwipaent if the 
faci l i t ies provided are to serve their purposes and improve 
the woilcers general well'i'being. 
4« The appointsents of welfare officers should ensure that 
they 9X6 persons qualified for the wojek, by training and 
experience and they ^ould take proper consideration of the 
problems confronting workers as human beings and they should 
be f i t to make the sight kind of aii^roaeh and should have 
personal ki^vledge of conditions of i^orkers and should have 
frequent contacts with the». The National Gowraission on labour 
i s right to point out that a welfare officer does not have Job 
satisfaction at present, since welfare i s not recorded adequate 
importance in the industrial units* His presence i s treated 
more as statutory requirements to be tolerated. He should not 
be made to handle disputes between management and the workers« 
He has to be a maintenance engineer on human side, to deal 
with the problems of the workers properly* 
5« There i s a need to establish more welfare funds as welfare 
funds available in this country is not upto the mark. If 
welfare funds are established, which are financed by a cess. 
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i t would mean that the cost of wdllare facili t ies would not 
fall directly on tha employers, and, consequantly th© quality 
and <|uantity of facilities provided would not dapand on 
employers •'goodwill'*, and thera would not fee any effort on 
their part to econoniae in the teryiees i&ade available and 
to obey only the let ter &nd not the spt i i t of the statutory 
obligations. Such welfare funds should be proportionate to 
the total msaber of woricers esiployed and they should be 
derived from sources of such a nature that the funds are 
always in a position to fasoraote facilities on a wide scale 
and to maintain them at a high level of efficiency. 
6. Ilje woilcers sh«»ild be given an opportunity to participate 
in the adtainl s t rat i on of welfare facil i t ies provided by the 
employers» Sesides, the workers theaselves should participate 
in such activit ies. That would remove the suspicion of the 
workers, in the welfare activities undertaken by the employers. 
For this pui^ose, there should be a Wtelfare Comiaittee, 
eonsistiiKt of elected representatives of the woi^ers* the 
Labour Officer of the factory, and or two more persons noainated 
by the employers. The coassittee should be assigned such 
function as to mani^e and prostote various welfare facilit ies 
and i t should woik as for as poasible, independently. 
comms Am SUGGESTIONS SJRSCIALLY FOR TOS FBHTIJIZEH CQRIORATIQN 
m w^A, m^ygp, 6Qiv ,^w^» 
Fertiliser Industry oecu^es a key position in an agrarian 
economy. IncUla is a country where 80 percent of the people are 
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engaged in agjdeulture. The pjrodiietl^ity ©f the agiicultuxal 
crops are greatly dependents otn feitlXia^ers and ehemieais 
available at fair pxices* Special attention has, thexefora, 
td be paid fer the growth of f6xti%i%9t industry In order to 
boost agricultural production as well as to stimulate 
industrial activity, specially in artas of high population 
concentration and low level of ii^iustsialisation* %raover, 
i t has also provided massive etaploynent opportunities to the 
Job seekers. 
Since Gor^hpur fertiliaier factory i s producing urea, 
largo number of wozkers tiX^ needed for carrying out production 
processas* Therefore, the worker i s the focal point for the 
organisation and the success of the otganisaticnt) depends to 
a greater extent, on tha efficient wofk fores* In ojcder to 
iBiniiBise the cost of pro(iKiction of fer t i l isers , i t i s , therefore, 
quite essontial that the work force should be completely 
satisfied and motivated, iabour welfare activities are an 
aid to a l l round satisfaction and well being of the workers* 
Therefore, a l l the P.C.I's in %bli€ Sector, have dmm a lot 
in this field. 
AB far as welfare fi»;ilities in F.C«I, Uotited, Qorakhpur 
i s concerned, they Bxe satisfactozy* But since a l l the things 
have i t s isinus points with plus points, there are some weaknesses 
in the labour welfare activities provided in this faetoiey also. 
For 9V6Vf problesi there aust be sose solutions, therefore, 
there i s a scope for i t s improvement also. % , i t would not be 
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improper id advice th© manageiBent for bringing up the gap 
and overeone the shortcoiaingd by making eonsiderabie efforts 
and iseaningfui attempts to provide the iitt^ h more welfara 
facil i t ies than exist at present, because, soisetiiaes, these 
minor things, if considered negligible lead to chaos Mnd 
grave situations causing tense relationship beti«een management 
and employees resulting unsound Industrial ^lation« 
The following are my suggestions in order to improve 
the Labour Welfare Activities in F«ca. i td . , Oorakhpur. • 
1* So far m the obligatory provisions of labour Wfelfare 
Activities, prescribed by the Factories Act, 1948, are concerned 
they have been adequate and satisfactory upto a great extent 
in F.C<X. One most common weakness in F.C.Z« Ltd. i s that 
floors of the workshops were found dirty, sticky and slippery. 
I t i s not only due to weakness of the adaini s t ra t i on of the 
organisation but also because the workers are not following 
the rules prescribed for safety maintenance properly« ftbreover, 
surroundings are not very clean, i t may affect the health of 
the «^rkers, and cause accidents. Therefore, cleanliness must 
be maintained, as prescribed in the Factories Act, 1948, both 
inside and outside the factory. 
2, The canteen facili t ies are available and maintained and 
run by the management <3n the basis of '•No l ^ f i t and No Loss*** 
I t i s found that the woilting of the canteen i s not efficient. 
The main shortcomings of the canteen i s as follows i-
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(1) Canteen is having one cooler «^ich is always fmind 
out of ordei?. 
( i i ) The 8©rvlo« of the cant#en i s not upto tho mark. luring 
my investigation 2 found that at tho time of lunoh lix«ak th&m 
was a ^seat rush in the fom of lim in front of diitHbuting 
table* Tha workers found thoir ntoded foodstuffs after Waiting 
a long tioae and soisetisies i t happend that they were remained 
waiting even after the end of lunch break* 
( i l l ) There i s no facility for entertainraent in the canteen, 
«^ich makes the workers more annoyed and results a lot of over^ 
crcwding. 
I t i s my suggestion that the sise of the canteen should 
be expanded as there i s a great burden on i t because of contract 
labour, Moreovert the services of the canteen shmild be 
improved. I t i s quite important that the factory should make 
arrangements of entertainment facilit ies in the canteen to be 
provided during the rest time of the workers. Water coolers 
should be in working order. 
As regards the quality and quantity of eatables are 
concerned, they are up to the mark, 
3 . The Housing Facilities provided in F.C,I. l t d . , Gorakhpur 
are adequate and well furnished and maintained. Sut i t i s 
•felt that the number of houses should be imjreased specially 
"i** class of quarters should be increased* Hence, the manage*, 
ment should pay attention in this regard. 
4. Tht factory h«s provi<4©d adequate facil i t ies of trarsportation, 
Insj^t© of sufficient maabei' of buses provided by the factory, 
eraployees ai?e annoyed duo to lack of proper adteini s t ra t i on. 
The main reason behind this is that friends and relatives of 
bus stafff^ as well as employees get in the buses and stop them 
on the way* They cause the genuine passengers inconvenience 
and difficulty* I t i s suggested that every efforts sh<aild be 
siade to avoide and resiove the considerable difficulties to the 
genuine passengers for which the provisions have been isdde. 
5. The washing facil i t ies in F,C,I, are quite satisfactory 
and towels, soaps etc* are served by the aanagesent for keeping 
the® at appropriate places but i t i s found that nothing was 
available at there because #f bad practices by sone of the 
senior woj^ers. It i s also seen that water taps were always 
open uimecessarily resulting huge water wastage. I t i s 
suggested that i t i s the moral duty of the emplbyees to ut i l ise 
such facil i t ies properly since these are for their benefits only, 
6. S(^ational and recreational facil i t ies as provided Isiy the 
factoiy i s sufficient and adequate, iut the Adult iduoation 
Scheae needs to be eicpanded. Therefore, attention should be 
paid in this regard also by the nanagetaent. 
7. topping ctntte facil i t ies which has two Fair l^lce Shops, 
&nd a consumer ccoperative store, i s not adequate and upto the 
m^i^* The sui^ly of coimodities Is inadequate. I t needs to 
be exmndiQ<fi and adequate supply of comeioditles should be mad^ 
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